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Incredible India
The Uncensored Version
We all talk about the great heights the US has achieved. But I think we're missing out on the most exciting
part of the story!
No, you did not know that as many as 12% of the scientists and 38% of the doctors in the US are Indians.
In the NASA, 4 out of 10 scientists are Indians. Also, there is this big thing about the Great Indian Takeover.
It is a term used to denote the process of more and more Indian companies acquiring global firms. This is
happening, and this is happening fast.
Pepsi's Indra Nooyi, Citibank's Vikram Pandit, the steel world's Lakshmi Mittal and Microsoft's Satya
Nadella. They're all great people. The world knows about them. The world talks about them. And that's
great because they're Indians and call it a co-incidence or what because so are we!
Just thinking of the kind of success they have achieved makes me feel that there is a sky full of
opportunities and chances not just for them, but for anyone, all waiting to be explored.. That makes me
feel good about ourselves. About this country. About our country.
Maybe India isn't that bad after all.
So now we may go off to sleep care-free, and why not? India's in good shape. There's goodness all around.
It's a wonderful, wonderful world.
Thus, you and I and many like us- even the ones who shouldn't( especially the ones who shouldn't) turn a
blind eye to the real, heart breaking condition of India.
The latest census records the population of the country as 1.27 billion. Out of this, 65 million people live in
slums. And the kind of lives those people lead is just not funny!
I mean who thinks of them?. It's not our fault. I mean, where do we even have the time for this? Now, come
on! We have phone calls to make, classes to bunk and the most important thing of all: catch up on the latest
on Facebook and Twitter.
Let's not even touch on the topics of pollution, over- all deterioration in the education standards, sanitation,
potable water supply or politics.
Someone said there was political 'uncertainty' in the nation. Don't they remember, it's February?! There
also is Valentine's Day uncertainty.
Yeah, so where were we? Talking about India. Yes.
But I thought you said, “Incredible India”? Didn't you?
Signing off,
Editor
Megha Rathi

Milestones
“Take pride in how far you have come, have faith in how far you can go!”
Achievements, what does this word really mean? Whatever it is, the more important question is ,how does it
feel when you have achieved something? Well for me, it’s happiness. And yes, all of the 75 sisters of the
Ecole family have experienced this feeling.
This year all of us have faced many ups and downs and struggled, packed in lots in the time that we have
between taking exams and vacations. And we have really done a lot ! So, here goes the list:
Ecole Globale celebrated the 2nd Founders' Day and it was unanimously agreed that it was a grand success.
The Education World ranked Ecole Globale 6th best Girls' School in the country on various parameters .
Ecolieres, Gunisha,Shraddha and Kashish bagged the First, second and third positions respectively in the
Times of India debate held in November2013
Ecole Globale tested the MUN waters-EGMUN the first Intra-Model United Nations was held on 15 February
2014.
Delegates Rhea Thyagaraj, Arjoo Bahuguna and Shraddha Sawhney attended the SIS MUN-at Singapore
International School, Mumbai on 22nd -23rd February.
Bhargavie Raj stood first in the Pandit Uma Dutt Sangeet Mahotsav held in Jammur in January 2014.
Ecoliere Mohini Chhotra ran for a noble cause - she participated in the Airtel Delhi Marathon in December
2013.

Who's afraid of coming back to school ? Not me!
As soon as I set foot in the school after the break, I could feel the air cut through the turnstile. During the
vacations I missed the gossip, the chats that we friends had, and I wandered through the days yearning to
get back. Today, I feel exhilarated as I stand in the midst of my friends, my companions .A week ago, I had a
haphazard schedule with time hanging heavily on my hands, and yet no time for anything! Back in school, I
have time for everything. And I love this life, I really do.
My first day at boarding school, two years ago , I mean, I had also seen some gloomy faces; but not anymore.
Now I know that École is really chockfull of surprises and merriment. It is undeniably not easy to leave your
parents behind and come away, knowing that we will not see them for a long, long time, but for the Ecolieres,
coming back to school was, is and will always be a blast. We look forward to it each day, the challenges that
each day brings. And believe me, challenges there are many.
But then, who is afraid of them? We thrive on these for we are tough and resilient.
Leaders in the making, because Ecole creates leaders, one day at a time.

Shreya Agrawal

Mussorie Writers and Mountain Festival
Last month, we editors realized how blessed we were when we got the rare privilege of an outing to beat all
outings!
A rare treat, for it was something many people
would gladly give an arm and a leg for! The
chance to be a part of the Mussorie Writers
Festival was indeed something that we never
thought we would get a chance for. As we
climbed the picturesque hillock to reach the
summit to the school backyard at Woodstock
School where tea was being served, we spotted
the legendary Bill Aitkins, celebrated author and
essayist bundled in a checked jacket and brightly
coloured scarf, sipping tea and munching away
merrily on a coconut cookie.
After the tea, we went and settled in the
auditorium to hear many stories that the
celebrated authors and poets assembled in that
little hall had to tell. Stephen Alter, author and
essayist was also incidentally our
host for the day! He gave an introductory speech
where he introduced many of his colleagues who were, catch your breath…..all famous men of letters!
Dozens of them! We had Alan Sealy rubbing shoulders with William Darlymple, Stephen Alter chatting with
Bill Aitkins!
An extremely stimulating talk by a young mountaineer followed. He was Freddie Wilkinson who spoke of
his trek up the Denali peak. Marie , another mountaineer, whose friend died during a climb, spoke of the
trauma of losing someone to the treacherous ravines in the mountains.
Stephen Sherpa, a young Sherpa and mountaineer put the listeners into 'thought' mode when he described
the tons and tons of trash that lie on the slopes of the mighty Himalayas and the work his NGO was doing
to clear it all.
We all thought that writers were good only at writing to express their feelings, but we were proved wrong.
They could of course speak as well as they could write! We listened to all the inspirational people present
there and learnt a lot of things. Some of the things we heard were indeed jaw dropping.
That was one of the best experiences we've ever had. The best part of the festival was a movie we got
watch where a whole lot of writers were interviewed. All in all, a great day!

Anusha Rathi

Second Annual Athletic Meet
The second Annual Athletic Meet
th
was held on the 4 of December.
The school grounds wore a festive
air. Parents were seen reaching
the school in large numbers to
encourage their wards as well as
other contestants who were
assembled in the ground, with
dreams in their eyes and fire in
their bellies.
The arrival of the chief guest raised
the spirits of the students and
added to the excitement. The Chief
Guest for the event was Mr. Vinod
Vachani, a well known Basketball
Coach from Dehra Dun.
Mr Vachani's profile as a sportsperson is impressive. He was selected by the Basketball Federation of
India for its International Programme in partnership with the US Department of State Grant Award to
study at George Mason University, Virginia, USA .
The event formally commenced with a March past by all the four Houses led by the School Band which
infused a sense of pride and belongingness in everyone. Watching the students march ahead in perfect
synchronization was a treat to the eye. After this, the Sports Captain of the school, Mohini Chhotra
administered the oath to all the participants, thus instilling a feeling of camaraderie among all. After the
unfurling of the school flag ,the Chief Guest declared the Meet open.
Students demonstrated their abilities in different sports and fitness activities which not only involved physical
strength but also helps in nourishing the mind, enhances coordination and concentration. To showcase the
importance of discipline, students also participated in several drills. The highlight of the day was the display
items that ensures coordinated and synchronized mass participation. This included activities like mass PT
demonstration and Yoga display.

This was followed by track events like 100 mts senior and junior, 200 mts senior and junior, house relay and
school relay.
The events were marked by enthusiastic participation of students and parents.
The Aqua House bagged the over-all Championship followed by Aer, Ignis and Terra. The individual champions
were Natalia Teig in the junior category, and Anamika Bharadwaj in the senior category.
The Athletic Meet wrapped up with a short encouraging speech by the Chief Guest Mr. Vinod Vachani, who
said that he was delighted to watch the synchronized March Past and Drill displays. He appreciated the way
the event was organized.
“Sports is an essential element in the development of character and personality. I laud the vision of the
School that aims to develop and nurture skills according to the potential and abilities of all students. Sports
help in developing the kinesthetic skills like spacial intelligence, logical intelligence and intra structural
potential of an individual”, he said.
The entire day was amazing, with students stepping out in the sun to cheer their House mates and friends.
Anyone standing in the centre of the field on that day, would have been heartened by the camaraderie and
good cheer emanating from the different corners of the field.
Mohini Chhotra

Chic outta the EG[MUN]
The GENESIS- what came first….!
The Model United Nations is an authentic simulation of the United Nations
Organization. For over 50 years now, teachers and students have benefitted
from and enjoyed this interactive learning experience. It not only involves
young people in the study and discussion of global issues, but also
encourages the development of skills useful throughout their lives, such as
research, writing, public speaking, problem solving, consensus building,
conflict resolution, compromise and cooperation. On recognizing the
importance of MUN, schools around the globe have been holding model
conferences. Now, Ecole Globale is a part of the prestigious MUN club.
The idea of hosting an MUN in our school was sown last year, when the
school sent us as observers to the DSMUN at the Doon School. Those three
days were some of the best that we'd experienced in our lives, interesting, exhilarating and immensely
stimulating!
In 2013, again four Ecolieres participated in the DSMUN, two as delegates and two as observers. They
found the experience enlightening in many respects. Ever since, we have been urging our dear Principal to
let us host an MUN of our own. She relented. And EGMUN (pronounced egg-mun) was born!
Soon after it was official that an MUN was going to be organized, intra-school ,of course, classes were
allotted countries and the agenda was set as “Child Rights Violations”. The delegates were chosen by the
class teachers. Since it was the first time for most , each country was represented by two Ecoliere delegates.
To make us MUN ready,a training programme was held. Hisham Ahmed Rizvi, a veteran of 50 odd MUNs
was invited to our school to give us a sneak peek into the functionings.The girls were given a thorough
run-through of the proceedings, tips on how to behave, speak, negotiate and manipulate.. This session,
though harrowing, was crucial and well-timed; some Ecolieres were taking off for the SISMUN at Singapore
International in a couple of day's time.

Whose Freedom is it anyway?
EGMUN-2014 held at Ecole was dedicated to an uber- cool global leader! Nelson Mandela.
Before the session took off, a virtual tribute was paid to this legend- a reminder of all the blisters and
bloody wounds he suffered during his long walk to freedom.
What is it that drives people like him? And Gandhi? And Martin Luther? And many such as them?
When does someone decide that enough is enough and that he will take no more? What is it that
happens at that moment when you decide to give it all up and stride out into the battle field alone and
unarmed?
I've asked this of many. “Anger,” they say, “ Unbridled anger is a great fuel that drives you to action.”
The Gandhi that fell on to the railway platform that day when he was thrown out of the train in South
Africa, was not the same Gandhi who rose and dusted his clothes down .Something happened inside
him within those split seconds! The mad fury that gripped him did not simmer down till Lord Mountbatten
had signed on the dotted line!
As he sat in his solitary prison cell, day after day, Mandela, too did not permit his anger to cool. He was
ready to go all the way, no matter how long it took to complete his long walk to freedom.
Freedom comes with a heavy price tag.

Were these men made of a different mettle? Did they not bleed when they were wounded? Did they not
feel the pain? Then how….?
Anger of the similar brand is brewing in many hearts today. But who is going to grab courage with both
hands and get ready to walk the distance?
Take some moments to reflect.

Message from the Chairperson
It's a great honor

to chair the Human

Rights Council in the first ever EGMUN.
Child rights violations are rampant across
the globe. Every year hundreds of
thousands of children are being denied
basic rights that they should enjoy.
In this HRC conference, I look forward to
heated discussions and to see how the
delegates come up with peaceful
resolutions.
Remember not to forget the MUN rule:
Positive Manipulations, Understanding and
Negotiations.
All the best, delegates.
Welcome to EGMUN'14
Megha Rathi

Human Rights Council
Chairperson: Megha Rathi
Committee Venue: Assembly Hall
Topic of Discussion: Child Rights Violations

As soon as the delegates entered the Hall,
we could sense the level of preparedness.
The excitement and anticipation was
evident on the faces of each delegate.
Surprisingly on the observers' faces, too!.
EGMUN 2014 was raring to go!

…and we thought this was gonna be fun!

Mrs. Brinda Ghosh declared the MUN open.
A 15- minute tribute to the life and works of
Nelson Mandela was just the appropriate
start to the event. The International Press
Corps,
comprising
Aditi Dixit, Mohini
Chhotra and Shabnam Siddiqui, set up
shop in one corner, eager to note down the
happenings. Shabnam sat poised, her pencil
in 'ready' position to caricature delegates
and look for fodder for her sharp eye to satirise!

The roll call over, the motion to set the agenda to Child Rights Violation,s was put forward by Nepal and swiftly passed.
The delegate of Afghanistan raised a motion to establish the General Speaker's List which was again passed. On the list,
the first speaker was the delegate of USA. The debate briskly wove in and out of formal debate to moderated and
unmoderated caucuses.
The first motion to go into a moderated caucus was raised by USA to discuss child trafficking. Various issues like
juvenile law, child marriage, Right to education, sale of children, adoption of children, sexual abuse of children, etc.
were also debated upon. The Executive Board, International Press, even teachers were impressed on seeing the delegates
participate so enthusiastically and actively. It was clear that a lot of research had gone in.
Chits were flying to and
fro through messengers.
The messengers, Malaika
and Ananya were running
around the hall trying to
give the chits to their
intended recipients. Relief
washed over their faces
as soon as the committee
suspended for tea.
Suddenly a crisis!.
USA had just legalized
the sale of marijuana and
children above the age of
thirteen were allowed to
purchase it. The committee
hurriedly moved into an unmoderated caucus to discuss the situation at hand. In the moderated caucus that followed
Afghanistan suggested that USA tax the drug; USA agreed to do so .
With the crisis solved, Afghanistan raised their placard
for a motion of entertainment. How could it fail to pass?
The Chairperson randomly asked Shriya, Bhargavie and
Shreya ( eighth graders) to dance on 'dope shope'. The
penalty for violation was serious…disqualification
looming over Sweden, grade eight country!
On hearing the penalty, marvellous entertainment
followed. No more volunteers came forward to entertain
he committee and the motion came to an end.
Formal debate resumed. After a few moderated caucuses,
the last country , China, on the General Speaker's List
spoke and the formal debate came to an end. The next
phase was the substantive voting wherein the delegates
had to come up with a resolution to the agenda. Two
unmoderated caucuses of 20 minutes each later, the
delegates came to a resolution and it was passed. With
the passing of the resolution, the committee was
successful and the conference came to an end.

Why hasn't anyone thought of some music?

The closing speech was given by Vasundhara Yadav and the awards were announced.
Best Delegate: Rhea Jemimah (delegate of Nepal)
Best Delegation: Nepal
Special Mentions: Varnika Jaiswal (delegate of France) and Shraddha Sawhney (delegate of USA)
The Principal congratulated the students for a successful conference.
nd
Everyone now is looking forward to the 2 EGMUN.

Momentous issues being debated!

Unmoderated caucus?!
Hmmm…. a gossip session.

To: Afghanistan
From: USA
Does your country support terrorism?
The reply was No we don't.

To: Executive Board
From: USA
Point of Order The delegate of Nepal gave the statistics with respect to India.
The reply was “Present it with proof”
“The delegate of Nepal herself stated it.”

To: Executive Board
From: China
May I go to the washroom? Can we speak our point of privilege?
Let it be known to the readers that the point of personal privilege can be raised
anytime during the conference.

To: Executive Board
From: DR Congo
Point of personal privilege Urgently water required
May we please know, who is the messenger?
Readers, all the chits have to go through the messengers only.

To: Executive Board
From: France
Sweden says that they have no discrimination, but according to the
research that we have conducted, it's on the Top 10 list in
discrimination.

EGMUN
To: Executive Board
From: USA
Point of personal privilege
The reply was- 'Yes?'
USA…you should have had the decency to at least mention your point!
Nepal holds the record for passing the most chits. Almost all their chits were along the lines of
“we are raising blah blah Motion, please support us!” This was one of the reasons for their
winning the Best Delegation.

Scrambled EGG(MUN)S on your platter!
“They can migrate to our own countries” France
“Prohabited by law” DR Congo
“Only 6 per cents” Afghanistan
“We agree from the delegate of…” DR Congo
“Sale of child” Nepal
“Juvelin law” China
“I greet all the member of committee” DR Congo
“Intrust” (supposed to be interest) - USA

Three MUNners take on Mumbai!
MUN! OMG! We had been
hearing about this for a long
time now and today, we are
staring at the nightmare in its
face!
But that was the time when
MUN was an unknown entity.
And what they say about facing
our fears worked. And the
training we had, helped.
Undoubtedly!

The problem is that we tend to
think of only the toil and labour.
Guys, think of the FUN IN MUN factor.

When the news broke that the three of us, Rhea
Jemimah and Shraddha Sawhney and I have been
selected to represent the school at the Singapore
International MUN,it brought wide smiles to our
faces. Delightful thought!
We were excited to attend our first MUN
conference. We couldn't wait to let our grey cells
take over and dig into the research.. Before the
trip, we went through training sessions making
sure all the three of us were informed about the
rules and procedure and could ask any questions
they had on the process and what to expect.
This Model United Nations conference wasn't just any other random conference. The
knowledge it provided us and the exposure we had was tremendous. Added to that, the
experience of going to another school, our interactions with MUNners from all over the
country (we made a lot of friends), the sessions, liaising with students like us from other
places --- it was an amazing trip!
All the memories attached to our first MUN will be etched in our minds and hearts forever.
The chit passing, the delegates dance, the speeches. All the fun that we had will be
unforgettable forever.
Aarjoo Bahuguna, Rhea Jemimah and Shraddha Sawhney

THE DUBAI MALL- AN ISLAND OF DIVERSITY
Standing in the midst of the surging
crowd of the Dubai mall, I observed
the diverse plethora of castes, creed,
colours, costumes, customs,
convictions of the hordes that
thronged the place. The Mall is
a veritable melting pot of cultures!
Dubai, the favourite destination for
shopaholics worldwide, is also known
for the world's largest malls . The
ineffable skyscrapers especially the
Bhurj Khalifa that stands close by,
have tourists gaping open-mouthed. The mall has virtually everything! Amusement parks,
aquaria, food courts, shops of every kind and every possible brand, quaint little cafes, you
name it and it is there.
The grandiose entrance of the Dubai Mall fascinated
me. The huge billboards advertising every possible
well known brand in the world left me breathless.
Dior, Armani, Gucci, Estee Lauder, and…. Also
Fabindia, if you please. This was the first time in my
life that I had seen such a huge, bustling
marketplace under one roof! The Food courts cater
to every possible palate and taste and culture. Italian,
European, Chinese, Korean, Lebanese, Indonesian,
Japanese, Arabic, Indian, French, Greek….the list
went on and on. Suddenly a man caught my
attention….He was a seven footer, wearing loose
black clothes; beads hung down his neck and his long hair in a fancy style.. A woman walked past
me, who had draped a cloth around her which somewhat looked like a sari. A huge Amazon-like
dark-skinned lady, with a hundred rows of beads around her neck swept past me, reeking of a
garden of exotic flowers! Another young lady with a hundred tattoos painted all over her body!
Phew! Sarongs, togas, drapes, gowns, the regular jeans and tees, sarees, skirts of all possible
lengths and types…. the place is a coming together of many, many, many eras, designer styles
and genres. Fashion from all over the globe, all visible when your eyes sweep from one end
of the floor to the other.
What struck me was that no one had the time for the others nor was bothered about what the
other was thinking. I began to ponder that places like the Dubai mall is a great education for a
person studying the people of the world.
One more thing. One can stand in the Dubai mall the whole day for days and not get bored.
The fantastic blend of nationalities and cultures that one experiences there is in itself a tourist
attraction!

Bhargavie Raj

The last WORD....
Change is something necessary. It is an essential and
inevitable part of our lives. Without change, life would be
so boring, so monotonous. But does everyone have what
it takes to bring about change?
To quote a cliché, change is the only thing that has
remained constant through the centuries. Take the
Renaissance, the French Revolution or the Industrial
Revolution or for that matter the revolution in India against
the British rule to cite a few instances From our attires, to
our career choices or the way we talk or the way we live–
everything has changed.
That is just the surface. Look how the political system has
changed in India over the years. From being divided into
numberless monarchies, to being a British colony, it is now
the world's largest democracy. But even the democratic
form of governance has not stayed the same since its
inception. And sadly, this change has been for the worse.
Corruption has become the byword in every area of public life and it is as if it has become an accepted and
expected 'given.'
So are we Indians ready to allow this fever to go on?
That's yet to be answered. The people of Delhi have already given
theirs once…they had appointed a man at the helm of affairs, who was
ready to go against the stream. Suddenly everyone was talking about
Arvind Kejriwal, the leader of the Aam Aadmi Party. Bearing the
proverbial 'broom' as his election symbol, he had dared to take a stand
in the country and taken it upon himself to sweep away the dirt from
politics. And for this, it would have taken him every ounce of courage
and faith he possessed. He had many detractors, many who laughed
at him many who called him names .But he continued for some time
to strive undaunted!
The man needs to be admired for sheer guts.
To be the change and to bring about a change we have to get out of our comfort zones and walk the
untrodden path. And as Gurudev said “ekla chalo” walk alone if no one is ready to walk with you!
It is easy to sit back in our couches and criticize the system but it does take immense courage to go out and
speak out against the existing regime. The change does not always have to be something across-the-board.
It could be something as small as persuading the people of your society to dump all their waste in the
garbage bin instead of on the roadside, or something even smaller like segregating your garbage in your
kitchen before disposing it!.
We must work towards something new. We must take a step to make a change, because in the end, that is
all that matters.

Arushi Gorsi

One step at a time
The first phase of Group discussions, a part of our 'Grooming Leaders for Tomorrow' module for the
st
students took place on the 1 of March.
The students of grades 7,8 and 9 participated in a stimulating debate on the topic, 'The Civil Unrest in
Thailand'.
It was interesting to hear the girls speak on the issues that were plaguing the little nation. They spoke at
length about the problems that the civil uprising had caused to its economy and to the psyche of the people
of Thailand.
The discussion was thrown open to the House and very soon we had a lot of inputs pouring in.
Way to go, friends!
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